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The witty and engaging diary of Susanna Shakespeare, the young daughter of William

Shakespeare, from a firstâ€“time author. Thirteenâ€“yearâ€“old Susanna Shakespeare longs for

something exciting to happen in her boring village of Stratford, England. Her father, Will, is always

off in London, busily working on new plays, and Susanna yearns to be a part of that world. When

Susanna's uncle gets himself in trouble with the Master of Revels, and Susanna is whisked off to

London to help, the stage is set for adventure...and romance.  Told in a diary format with Susanna's

humorous, witty perspective of lateâ€“sixteenthâ€“century Elizabethan England, this extensively

researched debut novel offers an unconventional glimpse into the life of the famed Bard's family.
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I enjoyed this book enormously. It made me think about the connections between religion,

geography, history and the times that are the backdrop in the book. The diary style made the book

move quickly, and learning about Shakepeare, his place in history, and the life of a young girl in his

day was joyous exploration. A great middle school read for students studying European history or

Shakespeare's plays. I thoroughly enjoyed this novel.

Remember your high school History? Me neither. "Swan Town" will give you a second chance. It is

written in the voice of Shakespeare's 13-year-old daughter Susanna, a girl who has to grow up real

fast. And she is the one who will supply you with all the really interesting information about

Shakespeare's era. Did Sister William ever tell us about "ducking"? Of course disease was rampant



- there were horse droppings all over the streets! Shakespeare had a son named "Hamnet"? Huh!

The pudding game...what's that? Need a snappy retort for that rude neighbor? See page 41.

Besides providing all these absorbing facts, Susanna places Shakespeare in historical context for

you. So maybe the next time you hear Shakespeare quoted you will have a better understanding of

what he was saying...or leaving unsaid.

This book was outstanding all the way through until close to the end. So all the glowing reviews here

I absolutely agreed with. It brought the life and times of Shakespeare alive in a wonderful way and

detailed way. (I could smell the herbs the author described.) The end of the book greatly surprised

me though because it left reality so far away--too far away for it to still be historical fiction. It's as

though it broke a trust with the reader and became so fantastic and untrue that I no longer enjoyed

it. It became contrived with it's overdone plot and the execution of a particular character that I won't

name in this summary. While I liked portions of this book very much, I would have to recommend a

different book for the purpose of learning about Shakespeare and that is All the World's A Stage by

Gretchen Woelfle. Alternatively read this book too, but just stop reading after everyone goes to see

Hamlet. Just close the book and thank it for all you learned up to that page.
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